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GC delivers the highest number of packets per second while delivers the highest number of packets per second while delivers the highest number of packets per second while delivers the highest number of packets per second while APS APS APS APS----GC GC GC GC delivers the least. delivers the least. delivers the least. delivers the least. These performance metrics are computed These performance metrics are computed These performance metrics are computed These performance metrics are computed by by by by using using using using the analytical expressions developed for these the analytical expressions developed for these the analytical expressions developed for these the analytical expressions developed for these metrics metrics metrics metrics in the considered models in the considered models in the considered models in the considered models in a in a in a in a Microsoft Excel Microsoft Excel Microsoft Excel Microsoft Excel s s s spreadsheet preadsheet preadsheet preadsheet environment environment environment environment. . . . rapid growth of mobile users and mobile devices, and consequently, the high demand for wireless resources affect the quality of service of personal communication Networks (PCNs). Therefore, it is necessary to develop a resource sharing scheme in order to achieve optimum resource utilization [1, 2] . Frequency reuse and channel assignment techniques were proposed for the existing PCNs.These PCNs includes Global system for mobile communication (GSM) system, Wireless Asynchronous Transfer Mode (WATM) systems, Universal Mobile Telecommunication Systems (UMTS), etc. The techniques ensure that a call originated by a user terminal in a cell is completed by the base station assigned to that cell area. But, when the radio resources in the base station area are completely utilized, the call is forwarded to an adjacent base station area with idle resources. In this case, a new channel frequency is required to sustain the call. This process of sustaining a call when a mobile terminal moves from one cell to another is known as handoff [3, 4] . Multiple handoffs could occur in a single ongoing call. The channel is released by the terminal when a call is completed either in the source cell where the call is originated or in the handoff cell. The handoff cell is also referred to as the target cell in literature [5] . Handoff occurs frequently in a cluster with small cell radii and it has a direct impact on the quality of service (QoS)experienced by the users [5] .The presence of small cell radii such as the Microcell and thePico-cells in a cluster may result in frequent call dropping (forced termination) of users'calls,which cross the boundary of the base station area [3] . Frequent call termination in a wireless system is very worrisome and it leads to poor QoS to the wireless network. Different approaches were proposed to reduce the handoff dropping probability [3] . One approach used in reducing the handoff dropping is the
application of resource allocation schemes.This gives precedence to handoff calls. Such schemes permit high utilization of bandwidth as well as guarantee optimal quality of service for handoff calls [6] . Some prioritized handoff access methods are the guard channels (GC), the call admission control (CAC) and the handoff queueing priority schemes (QPS). Better still, hybrid of these schemes with channel allocation algorithms yield good performances [6, 7, 8] . The GC is referred to as the cutoff priority scheme. Cutoff priority scheme (CPS) is fundamental in a handoff process. The CPS enhances handoff performance in a PCN simply by reserving a number of channels for the handoff process. When all channels are occupied, either new calls are queued while handoff calls are blocked or new calls are blocked while handoff calls are queued [9, 10] . In this paper, we discuss and compare fourhandoff algorithms used in a PCN network. A typical cellular system used in illustrating the handoff process is shown in Figure 1 [3] . The architecture shown in Figure 1 is a typical structure of a wireless PCN network. It comprises the user terminals, the base station (the cell site), the cells, the mobile switching centers (MSCs) and the public switched telephone network (PSTN). The base stations in each of the cells are linked with the mobile switching centers as shown in Figure 1 . In addition, the MSCs are linked with the PSTN. This is because the majority of the calls in a cellular mobile system either originate from or terminate at fixed network terminals. The coverage area of the cellular system is partitioned into a number of smaller areas or cells with each cell being served by a base station (BS). The base stations are connected through fixed links to a mobile switching center (MSC), which is a local switching exchange with additional features to handle mobility management requirements of a cellular system. To accommodate the mobility of terminals and the subscription of data, the MSC interacts with some form of database that maintains the subscriber data, and the location information. Based on the frequency spectrum made available by the licensing authority and the cellular standards, the cellular system is able to define a number of radio channels used across its serving area. These radio channels are partitioned into groups of channels, which are allocated to individual cells forming the entire service area. Individual channels or a particular group of channels can be reused in the cells that are located some distance away. Key features of PCN radio, consist of designing the cell sizes, and allocating radio channels to individual cells. In each cell, one radio channel is set aside for carrying signaling information between the network (i.e., the base station) and the mobile stations in that cell. Signaling is used in the mobile-to-BS direction to carry signals for location updating, mobileoriginated call setup, and responses to the incoming call,the setup messages (e.g., paging response), etc. In the reverse direction (BS-to-mobile) the signaling channel carries messages related to operating parameters (e.g., location area identification, cell identity), call setup (e.g., paging), and location updating The schemes can broadly be classified into non-priority and priority schemes.When no priority is accorded to new or handoff calls, the probabilities of blocking a new call and handoff probability are equal.This is referred to as non-priority scheme (NPS). In other words,the NPS does not differentiate new calls from handoff calls [3] . If a request is made and a channel is available, one channel is assigned to this request. If there are no free channels, the request is rejected immediately and the call is cleared from the PCN [4] .However, forced termination is less desirable when compared to call blocking,from the user's viewpoint [12] . Blocking and forced termination probability is represented by M/M/C/C model proposed by Erlang [13] . This implies that the arrival process is poisson (memoryless), the service times are exponentially distributed, there are C service facilities and the last C denotes a hard limit on the number of simulthanous users that are served. Analytical expressions were developed in [13] for this model. Observation of the expression shows that it represents a loss system, and it deals with the service facility (channels) only. The blocking probability of the fresh or handoff calls is simply the probability of the number users accommodated in the system [12] . At times, a FIFO queue is attached to the nonprioritized scheme. The system becomes a lossless system. In loseless systems, the arrival rate is the sum of the fresh and handoff call rates. However, when the number of requests in the system is equal to or more than the number of service facility (channels), only the handoff calls are queued. The blocking probability of the system becomes the sum of the blocking probability of fresh and handoff calls [13] . Priority Schemes (PSs) give high preference to handoff calls and a low preference to new calls. The PS is very suitable for the PCN networks. Therefore, it is the focus of this paper. To reduce forced termination many generic prioritization schemes have been proposed. The Reserved channel scheme (RCS) is a popular PS scheme. It reserves a fraction of channels in a base station for handoff calls only while the remaining channels are allocated to both new and handoff calls. Sometimes a queueing facility is attached to the RCS scheme to queue the handoff calls when all the servers (channels) are fully occupied [14] . Reservation of channels for handoff simply implies allocating fewer channels to fresh calls in favour of handoff calls. Channels reservation is also referred to as guard channels (GC).The GC serves as a means of improving the probability of successful handoff. The use of the GC requires a careful determination of the optimum number of channels, a knowledge of the traffic pattern, and a proper estimation of the channel occupancy distribution. The GC can be fixed or dynamic. In cases where there are several handoff requests in the queue, they can be served either by the use First-In-First-Out (FIFO) or by a Measured-Based Priority scheme (MBPS). The order of service in this case is determined by the power level that the mobile station receives from the new base station. The mobile station with the lowest signal level or the poorest quality of service is served first [15] . The main disadvantage of the RCS is the decreasing of the offered load to the cell [16] . A multiple-threshold bandwidth reservation scheme combined with a call admission control algorithm was developed by [21] . This scheme is an enhanced guard channel scheme called the Multimedia Guard Channel (MGC). It is modelled as M/M/C/C queuing system and three quality of services (QoS) metrics are computed and compared with the Complete Sharing (CS) scheme where all the classes of traffic have equal probability of accessing the service facilities. The QoS parameters considered are call blocking probability (CBP) for new calls, call dropping probability (CDP) for handoff calls and the bandwidth utilization of the classes of traffic under study. A series of bandwidth threshold determines the maximum amount of bandwidth that connections in each category of call can use. The scheme proved to be better than the Complete Sharing scheme. In most literatures for prioritized handoff schemes, a single queue for handoff call is always considered for the whole cell in a microcellular networks. However, [22] modified [13] to propose a new model for optimization of handoff procedure. In this model, there is a separate queue for each transceiver (TRX) of the same cell in line with the recommendation of Nokia for operators that use multilayer cellular architectures in their networks. [23] proposed a new handoff scheme which eliminates pseudo (false) handoff calls to improve channel utilization efficiency based on mobility information. This soft handoff scheme which is an application of loss formulas was developed for CDMA cellular systems. Evaluation and comparison of the conventional schemes and this scheme showed effectiveness of this scheme in terms of new call blocking probability and handoff dropping probability. Also, in most of the previously proposed schemes for radio channel allocation in wirless network, the design goal was to reduce the handoff dropping probability at the expense of new call blocking probability. This concept reduces the total admitted traffic and results in inefficient utilization of wireless channels. [24] however, proposed a dynamically adaptive channel reservation scheme (DACRS). The DACRS assigns handoff-reserved channel to new calls depending on the locality principle in which the base station with help of location estimation algorithms in the mobile location centre predicts the position of the mobile terminal. The authors proved that this scheme performed better than the GCS and dynamic channel reservation scheme (DCRS). 
PRIORITIZED HANDOFF MODEL PRIORITIZED HANDOFF MODEL PRIORITIZED HANDOFF MODEL
PRIORITIZED HANDOFF MODEL The Reserved Channel Scheme with guard channels was presented in the paper (RCS-GC) [13] . In this scheme, the authors gave priority to handoff attempts by assigning Ch channels exclusively to handoff calls among the C channels in a cell. The remaining C-Ch channels are shared by both the new calls and handoff calls. A new call is blocked if the number of available channels in the cell is less than or equal to Ch as at the time the new call is originated. The mean arrival rate rates per cell of newcall and the handoff attempt rates 
Also, the blocking probability of new calls and handoff calls are illustrated in equation (2)- (3) [10] .
A modified non-uniform compact pattern allocation algorithm is presented in [8] . The non-uniform pattern allocation algorithm is a channel allocation scheme which is based on a traffic distribution. This algorithm takes into account the new call arrival rate and the handoff arrival rates in a given cell. One of its important features is the borrowing of channels from adjacent cells when the channels in a particular cell are fully occupied. Consequently, the algorithm which is amodified non-uniform algorithm is applied to a dynamic channel allocation (DCA) strategy. The modified algorithm is called the compact pattern with maximized channel borrowing (CPMCB). It minimizes both the blocking rate of new calls and handoff failure. The CPMCB algorithm is combined with the modified Reserved Channel Scheme (MRCS) to determine the blocking probability of new call and the handoff blocking probability. Also, the MRCS employs the guard channel technique of queuing theory. It is therefore known as the MRCS with guard channel (MRCS-GC) scheme. The transition probability of the MRCS is shown in equation (3)- (4) Thus, the expressions of the new call blocking probability and the handoff blocking probability of the MRCS scheme are [8] :
New Call Bounding Scheme (NCBS) directly controls new calls admitted into a network during congestion. It is a Call Admission Control (CAC) scheme which provides a desired QoS to newly admitted calls. As a CAC scheme, it guarantees satisfactory QoS for ongoing calls [9] . The NCBS is analysed with two dimensional Markov chain. In principle, if the number of new calls in a cell exceeds a threshold, arriving new calls are rejected. But, the handoff calls are only blocked when all the channels are occupied. Another word for threshold is cutoff or guard channel. Thus, this paper renamed the NCBS as NCBS with guard channel (NCBS-GC). The NCBS-GC accepts few new calls instead of dropping ongoing calls [10] . So the NCBS-GC is also a guard channel scheme and a priority scheme as well. The transition equations of NCBS-GCis given in expressions (7)-(10) [17] and the new call and handoff call blocking probabilities are illustrated in equations (11) -(12), respectively. In the NCBS-GC scheme, the admission of new calls was based on a guard channel. However, when new calls are accepted based on the entirety of the ongoing calls in an access point, an approximate one dimensional Markov process replaces the two dimensional Markov process in the NCBS scheme. The approximate one dimensional Markov technique is referred to as the Approximate priority scheme with guard channel (APS-GC). This scheme was studied in [17] and the expression for the blocking probability and the handoff probability are illustrated in equations (13)- (14) . RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS RESULTS The analytical expressions derived for new call blocking probabilities and handoff forced termination probabilities for the various schemes are used in computing these QoS parameters using Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. The parameters used for the computation of the quality of service metrics are: new call arrival rate (λ) = handoff arrival rate (λh) = 0.6 packets/sec., the channel holding rate for new call = channel holding rate for handoff call (μ). The value of μ is varied from 0.1 to 0.9 packets/sec. Fig. 2 : New call blocking probability vs. Channel holding rate Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the blocking probability of new calls and channel holding rate for the five handoff schemes. It was observed that the new call blocking probability decreases with the increase in channel holding rate. The most effective scheme is the MRCS-GC scheme as it is the scheme with the least blocking probability of new calls. The blocking scheme reduces from 0.043 to 2.4e10 -9 when the channel rate increases from 0.1 to 0.9 respectively. The worst scheme is the APS-GC scheme with cutoff threshold. It's blocking probability decreases from 0.0875 to 0.01 with the increase in channel rate from 0.1 to 0.9 respectively. Fig. 3 : Forced termination probability vs. channel holding rate Figure 3 shows the curves of forced termination probabilities against the channel holding rate. It reveals that the forced termination probability decreases with increase in the channel holding rate in all the schemes. However, MCRS-GC scheme has the best force termination probability because it presents smallest value for terminating ongoing calls. It presents a termination value 0.0022 at a channel rate 0.1packets/second and a value 7.7x10 -11 when the channel rate is 0.9 packets/second. The worst scheme is the NCBS-GC scheme. NCBS-GChandoff probability decreases from 0.2 when the channel rate is 0.1 packets/second, to 4.9x10 -7 when the channel rate is 0.9. The throughputs of the individual schemes are computed from the expression in equation (15) [13, 18] .
The characteristics of the throughput against the new call blocking probabilities are depicted in Figure ( 3). The ranges of values of the probabilities are different. The throughput of the four schemes can be compared by generating the throughput expression as a function of the new call blocking probability, by applying the least-square method and the square of the correlation of the measure of reliability. The throughput is predicted from the observed data in Figure 2 by the applying exponential curve fitting (ECF) model and the least-square technique in equations (16) (16)- (17) is computed from the trend line option in Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
Equations (18)- (22) The throughput drops as the new call blocking probability increases from 0.1 to 0.9. From Figure 3 , the curves diverge as the service rate is increased. The al delivers the highest number of packets per second. It is thus the best scheme. The number of packets increases from 40-90 packets/second as new call blocking probability decreases from 0.9 -0.1 The worst scheme in terms of packet delivery per second is the APS-GC scheme. It has a throughput value of about 89 packets when the new call blocking probability is 0.1 and a throughput of only 15 packets/second when the new call blocking probability is 0.9. . CONCLUSIONS CONCLUSIONS CONCLUSIONS CONCLUSIONS This paper studies the quality of service comparison of four handoff schemes. The metrics employed in the comparison are new call blocking probability, handoff forced termination probability and the throughput. MRCS-GC has the leased new call blocking probability while APS-GC has the worst. In terms of forced termination probability, MRCS-GC has the best result, whileRCS-GChas the worst scheme. MRCS-GC al delivers the highest number of packets per second while APS-GC delivers the least. In summary MRCS-GC appears to be the best as it has the least new call blocking probability and delivers the highest packets per second. 
